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For the seventh season of activity at Auckland’s
favourite inner-city space, a brand refresh was
undertaken to bring together a more-diverse offering
than ever before. Maintaining the original logo, the rest
of the brand was redeveloped around a new, colourful
illustration of the area.
The first six years of activities at the space were
aimed at a millennial crowd, but as the space shifted
to become a beloved destination for all of Auckland,
the focus began to shift towards being inclusive of
all age groups and cultures. For the seventh season,
the team decided to fully embrace this new way of
thinking—choosing to programme events and films
that would bring enjoyment everyone. They felt that a
rebrand would be necessary to represent this new and
improved offering.

Vector illustration of the
silo park space, which
was the starting point
for development of the
Silo Park brand

The programming for the park revolves around the
physical place. With this in mind, I decided it would
be fitting for the brand development to begin with a
graphic rendering of the space. I produced different
versions of the illustration with alternative colour
schemes and these were refined through a series of
workshops with the key stakeholders. After testing a
number of different typographic systems we decided
on a look that integrated coloured text blocks over
shifting crops of the base illustration. This was chosen
because it was bold and easy to read over many
different outputs but it also allowed a large amount of
content to be produced quickly—which was important
given the fast paced nature of the environment.
Throughout these initial processes, I worked with
designer/strategist Clem Devine, who encouraged the
project to become something bold and playful.

Silo Park website, built
using Squarespace

Monthly run of posters
outlining regular activity
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Onsite large-format
schedule of events

Full season
print schedule

Outputs for the brand refresh included an overhaul
of the original Silo Park visual system, a new website,
onsite signage, animated cinema slides, print and
social media content, and a range of visuals for one-off
events and initiatives throughout the season.

Silo Cinema
film screening

Pre-film slide screens.
Brought to life by
AKL animation studio
Vertigo Motion
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Illustrated kids’
growth chart

One of six
Hero Illustrations
for the Trees That
Count website

Illustrated kids’
growth chart

Since early 2018, I’ve been producing ongoing
illustration work for Trees That Count, a local
conservation charity focussed on restoring the vitality
of New Zealand’s native forests. The illustrations focus
around native trees, birds and insects of Aotearoa.
For the project, I've been working with art director and
designer for Trees That Count, Margie Duignan.
As the lead in time for projects increased we were
able to take time to develop a style that uses a black
stroke, combined with layers of colours to create bold
vector images that have a hand drawn appearance. The
lines of the images rarely meet, giving breathing room
to the illustrations, making them feel lighter, and giving
everything a distinct but unique look.

Gift certificate
illustration
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Gift certificate
illustration

Illustration for the
‘Love Native Trees’
marketing campaign

To date, illustrations have been used across the
Trees That Count website, social media and marketing,
growth charts (pictured), merchandise and a series
of playing cards.

Three of fourteen
llustrations for the
‘Tree Snap’ card game
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Hero illustration for the
Policy Local home page

Illustration for
Community Local
Board elections

Policy Local is an online tool, developed for the 2019
Local Body elections. With over 3000 candidates
running across 500 individual elections across the
country, the website was developed to make it easy
to understand where candidates stand on a range
of issues. The website collates all information about
the policies of all candidates in a user's area.

Illustration for Rural
council elections

Illustration for City
council elections
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Policy Local home page

The main requirement from the client for the series
was that all illustrations needed to strike a tone that
was distinctly 'New Zealand' but without making any
reference to any particular region or location. I chose
to portray scenes from everyday life which I felt would
resonate well with an audience to include a diverse
range of kiwis going about their business. I also made
the choice to avoid illustrating any real or fictional
candidates, as I didn't want the drawings to be
prescriptive of what kind of person could or couldn't
be elected.
After producing a number of stylistic concepts to
present to the clients we ended up progressing with
a style that would strike a balance between realism,
and colourful abstraction. We also chose a style that
would be relatively quick to execute, as the project
turnaround was only a few weeks. In total, I was
commissioned to produce a total of seven illustrations
for the website, as well as a hand lettered title for the
home page.

Illustration for
District council
elections

Detail of Rural Council
elections illustration

Detail of City Council
elections illustration
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The Wise Boys logo

The Wise Boys restaurant
interior, showing section
of menu and mural

A selection of handdrawn brand graphics
When the Wise Boys were planning their first brickand-mortar store, they got in touch for a new, playful
brand for their range of vegan burgers and condiments.
The Wise Boys food truck had been winning the hearts
and stomachs of Aucklanders for years, but with their
expansion, they needed a new look and feel that would
take the brand forward to stand proudly amongst
other Auckland eateries.

Business
Cards

The brothers had commissioned a rebrand from
another graphic designer, but felt that the final brand
was too clean and simple to represent their business.
I started by producing a range of hand-drawn logomark concepts, and through a back-and-forth process
with the Wise Boys we arrived at the final mark, which
served as a starting point for the rest of the brand.
From here, I worked on a wide range of graphic assets.
These assets were developed to include a range of
different lettering styles to keep things interesting,
with a consistent colour scheme to keep all elements
on-brand.
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Hand lettered alphabet
and constructed words

Takeaway Menu

I also developed a custom Wise Boys font,
re-configurable 3D-style lettering, and produced
environmental graphics for the new Wise Boys
takeaway restaurant, social media assets, Wise Boys
merchandise, website layouts, menus, and new labels
for the Wise Boys range of 100% vegan Mayo and Aioli.

Monthly
special poster
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Arizto logomark

A selection of web
banners for google
display ads
For eighteen months I worked as the inhouse designer
and Marketing lead for New Zealand real-estate
startup, Arizto. Starting with an existing brand mark
and colour scheme, I was tasked with developing
the brand into a functional visual system that would
help the new company to stand out amongst the
competition. Arizto is a real estate company that
leverages in-house technology to make the process
of selling a home vastly more efficient. With all agents
working remotely across multiple cities, the system
allows Arizto to be managed from a single Auckland
office, reducing overheads and allowing a full service
to clients for a minimal flat fee.

Icons for the
in-house app and
customer dashboard
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Examples of social media
collateral

Arizto signboard
outside a home

The brand in large part was inspired by the efficiencies
of the way the business worked. Most Auckland agents
were used to using their own contract designers
for marketing work, which would result in messy
and inconsistent brands. For Arizto my goal was to
create standardised looks for all pieces of collateral.
Signboards were uniform, with no unnecessary details
specific to each property completely omitted in favour
of being able to install ready-printed signboards as
soon as necessary. Business cards were kept minimal,
with reference only to an agents phone number and
email, as all business was to be filtered through
the Arizto website, rather than an Agent's personal
channels.

The role shifted significantly as the needs of the
company changed. The initial months focused on
developing the necessary company collateral and
typesetting brand documents, as well as creating
icons and illustrations for the inhouse agent app. This
then shifted into a more marketing-focussed period
as the agency launched. Once our marketing channels
were up and running consistently I shifted focus
again to looking at UI improvements for the Agent
App and upcoming software. During the final months
of work at the company I spent the majority of my
time developing systems where by as many design
processes could be largely automated and retain a
consistent look.

Illustrations for
in-house app.
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Wondergarden
festival lockup

During my time working with the placemaking agency
Fresh Concept, the team decided to collaborate with
Banished Music to deliver a brand new, New Years Eve
festival in Auckland. At the time, there were very few
events taking place in the city around the new year,
with a huge number of Aucklanders leaving to attend
festivals and events elsewhere in the country. The
festival was aimed at an audience who didn't want to,
or were unable to leave the city during that time.

Example Marketing
collateral for year 1

Images of festival-goers
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For the festival, I developed the lockup, and designed
collateral for each year that the festival ran. The brief
for the lockup was to produce a graphic that summed
up the atmosphere of the event. Visuals needed to
be fun and colourful, a bit weird and psychedelic, but
family friendly. To produce the lockup, I illustrated
a series of fictional plants, which I coloured and
arranged digitally. I paired the hand-drawn elements
with a crisp and legible sans-serif typeface. Each
year I developed a new graphic style for assets and
collateral, with shifts in typeface, and colour to reflect
the shifting festival atmosphere over time.

Festival handout
for Year 1

Lineup collateral
for year 2
The festival ran for three years. In its inaugural year,
it saw a roster of fantastic New Zealand artists
perform to a small but enthusiastic crowd. By the
third year it had grown into Auckland's most popular
NYE event, with a number of international acts added
to the lineup, and a second performance space
added. Design outputs over the three years included
festival posters, collateral for social media, maps
and timetables, a Squarespace website, signage and
environmental graphics.
Festival poster
for Year 1
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Bio
I’m a freelance Illustrator and Designer
from Auckland, currently living and working
in Melbourne. My work combines a solid
understanding of traditional graphic design
principles with a passion for illustration,
lettering and calligraphy. The result is
unique and playful visuals that blend clean,
contemporary design aesthetics with
hand-made personality.

I am a proud member of the Paper Assassins
illustration collective, a tight knit group of
Auckland illustrators that boasts some of the
biggest names in Auckand Illustration, such
as Toby Morris, Rebecca ter Borg, Chippy and
Sophie Watson. I contributed work to the last
three Paper Assassins exhibitions, Paperback
Assassins (2016) Atomic Forest (2017) and
Distant Isles (2019).

Before moving to Austalia I enjoyed an active
role in the Auckland creative scene. Between
2016 and 2018 I ran the final_final creative
clubhouse in Grey Lynn, with my partner,
Lauren Stewart and his longtime collaborator,
Eden Short. Over the two years that final_final
ran, we organized creative workshops, art and
craft markets, creative meetups and more in
the space. Under the final_final brand, I also
started Crafty Crew, which organises public art
and craft workshops for children, run by local
creatives on behalf of the Auckland Council.

I am a huge self publishing enthusiast, and
have been making zines for 6+ years. I spent
two years on the Auckland Zinefest committee,
helping organise New Zealand’s largest annual
celebration of zine culture. I founded and
ran the AUT Zine Club alongside Eden Short
between 2014 - 2015. After leaving AUT, I
formed Dryden Street Distro with Eden Short
and Lauren Stewart, which sold zines on behalf
of makers online and at markets across NZ.

Work Experience

Qualifications

Skills

Referees

Freelance Design + Illustration
Auckland / Melbourne | 2017 - 2019
Current Clients include Allbirds (US),
Wise Boys (NZ), Trees That Count (NZ).

AUT School of Creative Technologies
Auckland, NZ | 2014 - 2015
Graduated with Masters of
Creative Technologies (First Class Honours)

Specialties
Hand Lettering & Illustration
Graphic Design & Brand development

Simon van Praag (NZ)
Director of Fresh Concept | Former employer
+64 21 212 7900 | simon@freshconcept.co.nz

Arizto Real Estate (Inhouse)
Auckland, NZ | 2018 - 2019
Brand development, marketing collateral.

AUT School of Design
Auckland, NZ | 2011 - 2013
Graduated with Bachelor of Design
Major in Graphic Design
+ Minor in Illustration
(Recieved Head of School Award)

Software
Adobe Illustrator | Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign | Adobe AfterEffects | Sketch Procreate | Webflow | Squarespace

Pernell Callaghan (NZ)
Director of Arizto Real Estate | Former employer
+64 21 143 4291 | pernell@arizto.co.nz

Fresh Concept (Inhouse / Contract)
Auckland, NZ | 2014-2018 | Graphic Designer
Event + space branding, marketing collateral,
typesetting, illustration.
Groove Guide Magazine (Inhouse)
Auckland, NZ | 2013 | Design Intern
Magazine layout, pre-press, illustration.

Dilworth College
Auckland, NZ | 2004 - 2010
(Deputy Head Prefect)
Graduated with NCEA Level 3
(Achieved with Merit)

Awards + Nominations
Best Awards Finalist
2014 | Student Category - Monarch Board Game
Best Awards Finalist
2018 | Small Brand Category - Silo Park Brand

Tim Burrows (NZ)
Co-founder of Wise Boys | Current Client
+64 21 0298 3712 | tim@wiseboys.co.nz
Margie Duignan (NZ)
Deisgner for Trees That Count | Current Client
+64 21 079 0077 | margie@meandeye.co.nz
Toby Morris (NZ)
Lead Illustrator for All Birds | Current Client
+64 27 517 1723 | smokevswater@gmail.com

